
VIDEO 3  
HELP YOUR FEELING OF GUILT WITH

THESE 5 STRATEGIES.

Even though no single strategy works for all, there are some tips that we think are worth
mentioning to fight your feeling of guilt.

First of all accept that because you need to be working, you simply won’t be able to assist your
child at every single moment of their life and that’s ok. It doesn’t mean that you are a bad parent.

Accept the trade offs:

If you are concerned about the well-being of your children, you should
know that:

kids - both daughters & sons of working Mums grow up to be more successful, earn more &
are more likely to be in management positions. They also learn to appreciate their parents’
effort to go to work & they learn from that example.
kids are proud of you anyway - and they have an inspirational role model to follow
if they are with a nanny or at a daycare - they get familiar with and learn from other people.
They gradually realize and accept that there are other people beside their parents who can
take great care of them. At daycare, kids learn and grow with other children, developing social
skills and creativity.

Recognize the benefits of being back at work:

You may not be present with your kids 100% of time, but there are benefits to that situation: your
family enjoys a better financial situation, you have more energy to play with your kids and you
spend better quality time with them, you are also investing in yourself and are a more fulfilled
person.
 
Whatever it is, it is worth asking yourself few questions - why are you back at work? What are you
gaining that is important to you? What is your child gaining?
 
Money may be an obvious reason, but there is much more to it: intellectual stimulation, getting
your professional identity back, financial independence, serving as a role model etc.
 
It is good to recognize your own motivations and their value to you and those around you, to help
you accept the trade-offs in challenging times.



The feeling of guilt often starts when you start comparing yourself to your mother, father, your
friends, or colleagues. We often hear stories of people who were happy with the decision to return
to work and then suddenly started receiving comments from others that made them feel guilty.

Do not compare yourself to others:

Focus on your priorities and get help with the rest!

Since you have less time after you are back to work, it is important to understand that you won’t be
able to do everything as you used to. Decide on your top priorities and focus on those. For less
important things, get others to help you!
 
Asking for help is probably the most important skill & the most useful habit you should develop after
you are back. You cannot do everything alone. Involve your partner, your parents, friends, other
parents.  For example you can take shifts in picking up kids in the neighbourhood, tell your partner
what specific help you need at home or ask one or both of your parents to come over in the
afternoon. Remember that people like helping others, also because they may count on someone
too. Let me give you my personal example that illustrates this.
 
Agata - "Together with my husband we organized a sleepover for our friends’ kids, so our friends
could have a free evening. Kids simply loved it and their parents were so grateful! Since then, we
are not afraid to ask them for help if we’re in need."
 
One additional thought. While receiving help, accept that other people may have their ways of
doing things. If you are a Mum you may think that you know best how to prepare a meal for your
baby, put them to sleep or generally how to best take care of them. However, accept that your
partner or parent may have other ideas and that they can work too. Mothers very often make a
mistake of doing everything themselves as they think they know best. The result being that their
partners or other relatives feel discouraged and frustrated, taking their help away.

Agnes, who attended our workshops for parents, took 1 year of maternity leave. It was much longer
than what Mums usually take in London, however less than what is common for mothers in Hungary,
from where she is from. Her friends from Hungary made her feel guilty by commenting on her decision
and saying that surely career is most important for her and that she is selfish staying only 1 year at
home. Friends from London on the contrary were very surprised why she stays at home for so long
with her baby.

It is also very common that you compare yourself to yourself from the time before your
leave. This is not helpful either, because your life situation has changed dramatically and you are
operating under completely new circumstances. You have also changed as a person - you may
value and prioritize different things than before.



You can’t be everywhere 100% of time , but what you can do is to be 100% present wherever you
are.

Final strategy is about being present:

We know that this is easier said than done. We often work when we are at home or think about
home issues while at work, however learning how to focus and be present in the moment is hugely
important. If you are looking for some more tips on how this can be done, listen to some of our tips
in module 4 of this course.

outsource things on your to do list. Those of lower priority to you right now. For example,
hire someone to do some of your household responsibilities.
 learn to let go of some of your commitments. Learn to say “no” to some things you used to
do. You need more space for new things that are now important in your life.
lower your engagement with some things, to have more time for your top priorities. For
example you can work less hours to have more time at home. Order takeaway sometimes,
rather than cook every night.

To buy yourself time, you may:


